Do the right thing

Sometimes I get confused by the meaning of violence. Is it a negative act upon someone? Is it very physical or mental? Can it make the youth to follow the road leading to nowhere? Can violence emotion convey the harm to use with words? In this way people will cause the evil spirits rise. Everyone needs to stop violence. Who is going to make a difference? I know it going to be ME.

I had a personal way of violence. I had even seen it up close. All I can remember is a guy wearing all black ran up to the car. Then you hear the gunshots. That has caused me to watch my back in order to live. The word the people use in the street is snitch and they get the person who told on them for using violence to kill someone. They may threat the person who claims the one of the gang violence killed a person. So that has caused me to not say a word about crime scene.

The cause for youth violence is where they live and how their neighborhood. Also how there parents treat them. They can lookup to the bad people in the world. By watching some of the violent movie or shows can cause youth violence. But the youth can also get violence by being peer pressure by the kids in their class. By youth seeing the gang people walk around with their pants bellow their waist. The youth are going copy their nasty attitudes too.
What I can do with stopping violence is make a project based on **No Violence**. But the things that help support the project is making posters. Also I can raise charity money to build a program. But there is something missing to this project. We need friends to help raise the money to its maximum point of this program. But if got too far with this then I will name the program **P.Y.V**, this stands for **prevent youth violence**.

This program will show that as a child you can still get a chance to make a difference. Also they can help any other kid to have that are dealing at their own home or street. These children need someone to talk to and help them fix their community. But if nothing has made a progress then we will never give up. This is the challenging part and its starts to be **Peace vs. Violence**. But so far the violence team is wining.

The questions we need to ask is “Does people in the ghetto need help of their own kind of people.” What can we do for people to understand that violence is bad? If the person who does violence “Do they know that they are doing the wrong thing?” But the program will also have part for the adults. Some of the adults may not know that they were involve with the violence at they homes and door step. Well one day I hope this plan will so come to people.